Visionary Job Description
October 2019
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Must be passionate about entrepreneurship and helping entrepreneurs live their ideal lives
2. Ideally has a deep connection to/belief in EOS (Professional EOSI, ran his/her company on EOS)
3. Must share our Vision and Core Values and understand it’s all about preserving the core:
○ Embraces our abundance mindset, open-sourced approach (no scarcity, no territories,
there’s enough for everyone, we give content away, we believe self-implementing is good)
○ Understands the power of the EOS Implementer Community, will help strengthen/grow it
○ Believes in the power of our Target Markets (Implementers and Clients)
○ EOS was built to be timeless
○ Real. Simple. Results
4. Gets and is comfortable with both the tangible and intangible value of EOS:
○ The love and trust in the community
○ The emotional impact we are having on the world and how that perpetuates everything
○ The word-of-mouth and raving fans
○ The ground-swell, grass-roots and referral based nature of our growth
5. A true Visionary. Sees where the puck is going, anticipates opportunity and challenge that no one
else sees, always three steps ahead.
6. Has successfully built an entrepreneurial organization from $10m - $100m+
7. Strong preference for someone with experience and expertise in these types of companies:
○ Proprietary IP as the key asset
○ Training is a/the key offering
○ Tech-enabled training/learning company
○ Expansion Internationally
○ Delivery relies on independent business people vs. employees
8. Experienced “face of the company;” adept at promotion/PR, excited to share EOS with the world
9. Thrives on generating big ideas, nurturing big relationships and maintaining/driving culture
10. Located in North America, comfortably able to be present for all EOSW meetings, events, etc.
11. Able to commit full time (within 1 year if an EOSI) and for the long-term (5-years)
12. Track record of successful partnership with a board
13. An essentialist, a natural born simplifier, power of focus (power of saying “no”)
14. Truly believes in and embraces the value of the V/I dynamic symbiotic relationship (Comfortable
letting the Integrator make decisions when the L-Team does not agree)
15. Must be Kelly’s perfect puzzle piece
16. Someone who loves life, is fun, enjoys the journey and is excited about our future and what we are
building at EOS Worldwide.

